Impact of unbalanced charge transport on the efficiency of normal and inverted solar cells In a normal solar cell, most charge carriers are generated close to the anode, such that electrons have to travel a longer distance as compared to the holes. In an inverted solar cell, holes have to travel a longer distance. We use a combined optical and electronic model to simulate the effect of unbalanced transport on the efficiency of normal and inverted single and tandem solar cells. When the electrons are ten times more mobile than the holes, the efficiency for a single cell with a thickness of 250 nm drops from 7.5% to 4.5% when changing from a normal to an inverted structure. For opposite mobility ratio, the inverted structure clearly outperforms the normal structure. In recent years, organic solar cell performance has been pushed beyond a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 7% by improvements on materials, solar cell design, and manufacturing.
1,2 The common device structure for polymer based organic solar cells utilizes indium tin oxide (ITO) covered by poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) [PEDOT] doped with poly(4-styrenesulfonate) [PSS] as a transparent anode, followed by a photoactive polymer:fullerene blend and finally a suitable reflective cathode on top of it. A drawback of this normal device structure is that the ITO\PEDOT:PSS interface is unstable and diminishes organic solar cell performance over time. 3, 4 One way of overcoming this drawback is to invert the structure of the device, so that an electrically conductive and transparent cathode is placed on the ITO and on top of the active material a suitable reflective anode, which has been implemented in recent years. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] For both device structures, the incoming light is reflected at the reflective end electrode, leading to a pattern of self-interfering light in the device. For sufficiently thin active layers (<200 nm), this results in the majority of photons being absorbed near the transparent electrode, generating most of the charge carriers in that region. [14] [15] [16] [17] However, when the charge transport in the solar cell is unbalanced, the slowest charge carriers either will have to travel to the transparent electrode or to the reflective electrode, depending on the device geometry. In the latter case, the average travel distance and time are relatively long, thus enhancing space charge buildup and related losses and thereby decreasing device performance. 15, 18 In this study, we use combined optical and electrical modeling to simulate normal and inverted single and tandem solar cell devices with unbalanced transport.
As a first step, we simulate single solar cells using a recently developed combined optical and electrical model. [14] [15] [16] [17] 19 A typical device stack is simulated and consists of a silica substrate of 0.75 mm thickness with on top of it a 130 nm thick layer of ITO. In the case of a normal device structure, the ITO layer is covered with a 40 nm thick layer of PEDOT:PSS as transparent anode, a layer of the polymer:-fullerene bulk heterojunction blend as active layer with varying thickness, and 1 nm of lithium fluoride (LiF) topped with 100 nm of aluminium (Al) as reflective cathode. In the case of an inverted device structure, on top of the ITO layer, a 20 nm thick layer of zinc oxide (ZnO) as transparent cathode is used, then the polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction blend as active layer, a 10 nm thick layer of molybdenum trioxide (MoO 3 ) as transparent anode covered with a 100 nm thick layer of Al as reflective electric contact. Necessary for simulating the optical performance of these devices are the optical properties of the materials. Those of MoO 3 and Al are taken from literature, 20, 21 those of silica, ITO, PEDOT:PSS, ZnO, and LiF were determined with a Woollam variableangle spectroscopic ellipsometer (VASE) by variable angle ellipsometry. The optical properties of the polymer:fullerene blend have been previously used, 22 with the blend consisting of a polymer:fullerene mixture in a 2 to 1 volumetric ratio for a polymer band gap of 1.7 eV. 22 In the simulations, the thickness of the active layer is varied between 10 and 250 nm in steps of 10 nm. For the electrical part of the modeling, we take the energy levels of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the fullerene to be 3.8 and 6.1 eV and of the polymer to be 3.5 and 5.2 eV, respectively. With a typical loss of 0.6 eV with respect to the optical bandgap, 23 an open circuit voltage V oc of typically 1 eV is used. Further electronic parameters of the active layer used in the electronic device model are temperature T ¼ 295 K, relative dielectric constant e r ¼ 3.4, charge pair separation a ¼ 1.8 nm, and bound e-h pair decay rate k f ¼ 2 Â 10 4 s
À1
, being similar to slowly dried poly(3-hexylthiophene and [6, 6] -phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) cell parameters. 24 The electron and hole mobilities l e,h are varied between 10 À10 , 10
À9
, 10
À8
, and 10 À7 m 2 /Vs, with the latter being an optimum value. 24 The ratio between l e and l h , l e /l h, is varied between 0.001 and 1000 in scale steps of 10, with the highest mobility being fixed at the optimum value of 10 À7 m 2 /Vs. In a)
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In Fig. 1 , the optical absorption profile of a device with a 100 nm thick active layer is shown for both device structures. The expected maximum of absorption due to interference is observed as well as the typical quadratic like increase in absorption near the reflective electrode. As expected, the majority of charge carriers is generated near the active layer's side of light influx, independent of device structure. Furthermore, it appears that the total absorbed flux of the normal and inverted device are very similar.
As a next step, we compare the electrical performance of single solar cells with normal or inverted device structures as a function of l e /l h for active layer thicknesses of 100 ( Fig. 2(a) ) and 250 nm (Fig. 2(b) ), respectively. As expected for unbalanced charge transport, the overall performance of the devices becomes worse for increasing or decreasing l e /l h , clearly showing the detrimental effects of increased space charge buildup and recombination on the device performance. From Fig. 2(a) , it is observed that for a 100 nm thick solar cell the device performance already drops significantly from the calculated 12% efficiency for a fully optimized device to almost 10% for devices with the slowest charge carriers having a 10 times lower mobility than the fastest ones. Furthermore, when electrons are the slowest charge carriers, the inverted device structure has the best performance, which is usually the case for polymer:polymer devices. When holes are the slowest charge carriers, the normal device structure has the best performance, which is the case for most polymer:fullerene devices. In that case, a change from normal to inverted geometry would lead to an efficiency loss from 11% to 10%. For large-area, roll-to-roll processed solar cell devices with a 250 nm active layer are far more attractive due to an improved homogeneity of the layer thickness and improved robustness for electrical shorts, leading to a higher production yield. However, for this thicker layer, the distances that the slowest carriers have to travel become larger, making the effects of unbalanced charge transport even more pronounced. As shown in Fig.  2(b) , when the holes are ten times slower than the electrons, the efficiency drops from 7.5% to 4.5%, when changing from a normal to an inverted device. In case that the holes are ten times faster than the electrons, the inverted solar cell has a calculated efficiency of 8% compared to an efficiency of only 5% for the normal cell.
To achieve higher efficiencies, a lot of attention has recently been paid to tandem solar cells. 25 Also, here a choice between a normal or inverted device structure can be made. The normal tandem structure is build up as follows: A 0.75 mm silica substrate with on top of it a 130 nm thick layer of ITO as transparent electric contact, a 40 nm thick layer of PEDOT:PSS as transparent anode, a variably thick layer of polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction blend as back active layer, a 20 nm thick layer of ZnO as transparent cathode, a 40 nm thick layer of neutralized PEDOT:PSS as transparent anode, a variably thick layer of polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction blend as back active layer, and a 1 nm thick layer of LiF and a 100 nm thick layer of Al as reflective cathode.
5, 26 The inverted tandem is structured as follows: A The front and back active layers, however, have now different optical and electrical characteristics, as the optimized polymer band gaps for both layers in a tandem device differ from that in a single celled device. 22 An optimum performance for tandem devices is obtained for polymer band gaps of 1.9 eV and 1.5 eV for the front and back device, respectively. 22 In order to study the role of unbalanced transport, both l e and l h are taken to be the same for both active layers. Fig. 3 shows the optimized PCE of tandem devices with normal or inverted device structures as a function of l e /l h . In this calculation for every mobility ratio l e /l h , the layer thicknesses of the front and back device have been optimized for both device geometries. Again the detrimental influence of l e /l h being unequal to unity on the space charge buildup and the device performance can be observed. The overall trend of the performance is similar to that of the single device with a layer thickness of 100 nm, yet a few differences are present. First of all, each tandem device performs better than its single device counterpart sharing device structure and mobility ratio. Furthermore, the devices with the worst performing device structure having a l e /l h of 0.001 or 1000 are closer to the performance of their better performing counterparts with the other device structure. For these mobility ratios, the optimum active layers for the front and back devices are very thin [<50 nm], which means that spacecharge buildup related losses have far less impact. Here, it is mainly the diminished absorption in the thin layers that limits the attainable device performance. Again for electrons being the slowest charge carriers, the inverted tandem structure yields the best performances. In case of balanced transport, both device geometries perform equally well.
In conclusion, the influence of unbalanced charge transport on the performance of normal and inverted solar cells has been studied by simulations using a combined optical and electrical model. For single cells with a favorable thickness of 250 nm, the normal device structure clearly outperforms the inverted structure for devices with slower hole transport, like most polymer:fullerene devices. It has been shown that this holds as well for tandem devices, assuming that the same mobility ratio is used for both sub-cells.
